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Even The Best Can Get Better

Brian Leech
Service Legends
When it comes to running a successful business,
Brian Leech, owner of Service Legends, knows a thing
or two. He started his business as a bright-eyed
20-year-old with only $750 in his pocket and a little
heating and cooling knowledge. What he did have,
though, was something you can’t put a dollar amount
on: an endless amount of drive and ambition and a
burning passion to serve others.
Service Legends is now known as a world-class provider
of residential home services such as: heating, air
conditioning, geothermal, and indoor air quality.
Service Legends is thriving, and is firmly grounded in
its core values, principles and philosophy. With clearcut goals and a deliberate vision, what more could they
need? Is it possible for the best to get better? Yes.
“A peer in the industry across the country that is wildly
successful introduced me to the book Mastering the
Rockefeller Habits,” said Brian. “It became evident from
both a strategy and cultural level that we were lacking
in a few areas.”
When good was no longer good enough for Service
Legends owner Brian Leech, he called in award-winning
ActionCOACH Business Coach Monte Wyatt to deliver
The Four Decisions™ (Mastering the Rockefeller Habits)
strategic thinking and execution planning sessions.
“We have a young, newly-formed leadership team, and
needed to focus more on long-term strategy. We’re also
going through a major cultural shift as we strive to
achieve our goal of 100% team commitment to our core
values,” said Brian. “I want our leadership team to come
together as one and build trust while creating a
value-driven culture.”
ActionCOACH Business Coach Monte Wyatt began
meeting with Brian Leech and his team more than a
year ago, and continues the partnership to this day.
While Monte agreed with many of the issues Brian had
with his business, he also dove deeper into these
challenges. He takes the time to not only listen, but
read between the lines to determine the most effective
ways to help Service Legends grow and succeed—
challenging their beliefs and pushing them beyond
their comfort zone. Monte’s focus on accountability
and wise teaching is paying off in a big way.

COACHING. NOT JUST FOR SPORTS.
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Monte Wyatt is one of the top ActionCOACH
Business Coaches in the world.

Brian Leech, Owner
Service Legends

The Proof is in the Profits
“Profits are up from last year; we’ve achieved 80% core
value match and we’re poised for the largest growth leap
that we have experienced in years,” said Brian. “We have a
leadership team that is firing on seven out of eight
cylinders and has enormous amounts of potential.”
As ActionCOACH Business Coach Monte Wyatt likes to say,
“Coaching isn’t just for sports.” Businesses, especially
those on the fast track to success, benefit from strategic,
wise, proven experts such as Monte who can help keep
their business on the rails.
“Monte is top notch. I trust him and value his contributions
to our organization,” said Brian. “We’ve not only gained an
aligned team in the short term, but I now know we’ll
reach our long-term goals with the peace that comes
from earning them the right way.”

The Four Decisions™ (Mastering the Rockefeller Habits)
The Four Decisions™ (Mastering the Rockefeller Habits)
refer to the critical decisions that growth companies
must get right to maximize their revenue, profit, and
time. Monte Wyatt is certified and specifically trained to
use these growth tools to help you and your
leadership team focus on these key decisions.
Strategy – Do you have a solid top-line revenue growth
strategy in place? The key to sustainable top-line
growth is three-fold: knowing your core customer,
developing a clear brand promise, and developing your
BHAG® for sustainable revenue growth.

Brian believes his primary purpose with Service Legends
is to create boundless amounts of opportunity for personal
growth within his organization. The culture is one that
believes “our individual success as leaders is determined
by how many people we can assist in our path to success.”
And that’s exactly why Brian doesn’t hesitate to share his
success story with others.

Execution – One common challenge that quietly
sneaks up on successful growth companies is the subtle
transition from excellent, precise execution to passivity,
complacency, and eventually poor execution
disciplines. By simply tightening up your execution
habits, you can dramatically improve gross margins and
profitability while reducing the time it takes everyone
to complete their work.

“If another business owner inquired about using Monte’s
services, I would ask them several questions about their
plan and strategy for their life and business. If they are
wanting more and have a lack of clarity on where they
are going, what they are passionate about and how to
get there, I would say, hire Monte.”

People – Is everyone in your company pulling their
own weight and contributing as they should? If you
had to start the company all over tomorrow, would you
enthusiastically rehire everyone on your team? Growth
companies’ most difficult decisions revolve around
getting the right people in the right seats.

Are you ready to see your business go from good, to
better, to best, and beyond? Contact ActionCOACH
Business Coach Monte Wyatt today and let him
strategically guide you to a more successful tomorrow.

Cash – And the last decision is Cash. The first law of
entrepreneurial gravity is “Growth Sucks Cash.” We
encourage companies to calculate their Cash
Conversion Cycle (CCC) which measures company-wide
how long it takes between when you spend a dollar
(marketing, design, rent, wages, etc.) until you get that
dollar back.
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